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U.S. economic data remained benign this quarter with the 
unemployment rate holding steady at 4.1%. GDP grew at a 
2.9% pace during the fourth quarter of 2017, though this was 
a deceleration from the 3.2% growth seen in the third quarter.  
Solid economic activity and tightening labor markets led the 
Federal Reserve to raise the fed funds rate again in March.  This 
takes the overnight rate from essentially zero to 1.50%. The 
Fed also signaled the possibility of two or three more rate hikes 
in 2018. In spite of this solid economic backdrop, a higher-
than-expected January wage growth report caused concern of 
elevated inflation and triggered higher interest rates, as well as 
a sell-off in the equity markets. Additionally, tariffs on steel and 
aluminum announced by President Trump invoked concern of 
a potential trade war and added to volatility during the quarter.

Volatility returned to the stock market in the first quarter of 
2018. Domestic stocks experienced an overdue 10% correction 
off the late January highs, yet finished the quarter down a 
modest 0.6%.  As mentioned above, volatility was sparked 
by fears of increased inflation and potential trade wars. 
International equities declined slightly more over the quarter 
with a 1.4% decline. Interest rates moved significantly higher 
creating a headwind for bond prices. The 10-year Treasury yield 
increased 34 basis points over the quarter, ending at 2.74%. 
The broad U.S. fixed income market (AGG) posted a 1.5% 
loss for the quarter.

Everyone knows volatility is normal in the equity markets.  But 
we have all been spoiled with the relative calm in 2017, with 

only a 3% pullback during the year.  However, 2017 was an 
anomaly.  In fact, historically markets have, on average, seen a 
10% correction about once every year.  The average intra-year 
S&P 500 decline has been 13.8% since 1980, yet in 29 out 
of 38 years it ended the year positive. With this in mind, it is 
important to maintain a long-term perspective when investing 
in equities.

The decline in bond prices over the quarter certainly got the 
attention of fixed income investors, traditionally a conservative 
group.  In anticipation of this, we have been prepping clients for 
the affect higher rates would have on the value of their accounts 
for quite some time.  Just like stock investors got spoiled with 
the extremely low volatility in 2017, bond investors have 
gotten spoil since, well, about 1980. Many of our clients weren’t 
born in 1980. Investors with balanced portfolios were probably 
a little more confused, since they’ve always been told these 
two asset classes have an inverse relationship. After all, that’s 
probably why they have a “balanced” portfolio to begin with. 
Well, stock and bond prices often move in the same direction 
historically, just not for long periods of time. We expect the two 
asset classes to decouple this time too, although the still very 
low interest rate environment may influence how long it takes.

As for now, absent an unforeseen event, we still think things 
look pretty good.  

Barry Smith
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Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and GOOGLE, famously 
known as the FAANGs. These five stocks accounted for a 
quarter of the S&P 500’s 2017 return.

During the fall of 2008, I was on a trip of a lifetime to Australia 
with the National Council of Young Political Leaders.  Six of us 
were chosen from across the country to meet with government 
leaders in Sydney (New South Wales), Canberra (Australian 
Capital Territory), Brisbane (Queensland), and Toowoomba 
(Queensland).  While we were there, the S&P 500 fell over 

30%.  Shock waves were felt around the world as markets 
everywhere dramatically sank.  My new Australian friend, 
Stuart Copeland, a member of the Queensland Parliament, 
looked at me and said, “As goes America, so goes the world.” 

After years of quantitative easing and recovery, we have 
recently entered a new phase of volatility in the markets.  The 
success or failure of five or so tech stocks seems to be driving 
the markets around the world.  After the election of Donald 
Trump in November 2016, American markets experienced 

The Five Horsemen of the Apocalypse
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The Rate Hike Cycle

The bond market has garnered a lot of attention in 2018. After 
a record run for the stock market, concerns about interest rates 
and potential inflation sent the market into correction territory 
in the first quarter.  After finally embarking on a rate hike cycle 
in 2015, the Federal Reserve (Fed) is expected to ramp up 
the pace in 2018. We have already seen one rate increase and 
futures markets are now pricing in a 50% probability that we 
will see a total of four increases in 2018.

Effective Fed Funds Rate

Source: New York Federal Reserve

A Bear Market in Bonds?

Investors now fear a bear market in bonds due to rising interest 
rates. Over the past year the Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate 
Bond Index is down 0.39%. But what does a bear market in 
bonds look like? Since 1976, there have been three negative 
calendar years for the index: 1994 (-2.92%), 1999 (-0.82%) and 
2013 (-2.02%). It is important to understand that bond prices 
move inversely to interest rates, or in other words, as interest 
rates go up bond prices go down. Also, the longer the term of 
the bond, the more sensitive the price is to interest rate moves. 

If we use an investment in the 10-year Treasury Bond as a 
proxy for longer-term bonds, we find 16 years with negative 
returns since 1927. The worst being 2009 when the return 
was -11.12%. However, in 2008 an investment in the 10-year 
Treasury returned 20.10% and in 2010 it returned 8.46%. Of 
those 16 instances, only three corresponded with negative 
returns for the S&P 500. In 1931 the 10-year treasury return 
was -2.56% while the S&P 500 declined 41.84%. In 1941 the 
return was -2.02% versus -12.77% for the S&P 500, and in 
1969, -5.01% versus -8.24% for the S&P 500. Generally, in 
years where the 10-year Treasury return is negative we see very 
positive returns for stocks. 

Below, we illustrate three periods with a cluster of negative 
returns or a “bear market” in bonds based on the 10-year Treasury.

Source: http://www/stern.
n y u . e d u / ~ a d a m o d a r / p c /
datasets/histretSP.xls
 
Based on historic data, 
we find that a bear market 
in bonds is nothing like 
a bear market in stocks. 
Based on high quality 
bonds proxies such as the 
Bloomberg Barclays US 
Aggregate Bond Index 
and the 10-year Treasury 
Bond, we find that bear 
markets in bonds tend 
to be shallow and simply 
represent a short to 
intermediate period of 
slightly negative to below 

average returns.  In the examples above, an investment in the 
10-year Treasury Bond produced cumulative returns of -1.85% 
(1955-1959), -3.45% (1967-1969) and -3.10% (1977-1980). 
However, they were offset by positive returns in stocks, so a 

Year S&P 500
Return on 10-
Year T. Bond

1955 32.60% -1.34%
1956 7.44% -2.26%
1957 -10.46% 6.80%
1958 43.72% -2.10%
1959 12.06% -2.65%

Year S&P 500
Return on 10-
Year T. Bond

1967 23.80% -1.58%
1968 10.81% 3.27%
1969 -8.24% -5.01%

Year S&P 500
Return on 10-
Year T. Bond

1977 -6.98% 1.29%
1978 6.51% -0.78%
1979 18.52% 0.67%
1980 31.74% -2.99%

Source: http://www.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/pc/datasets/histretSP.xls

the Trump Bump as markets climbed to record highs through 
January of 2018. Many knew that market values were inflated 
and were preparing, as we were, for the eventual correction. 
When it happened, tech led the way down just like it led the 
way up. It seems we now have a new paradigm. To paraphrase 
my Australian friend, “as goes Tech, so goes the market.” 

Expecting a return based on the rise and fall of the stock market 
can be too bumpy a ride for some, and they lose confidence 
that the money they need and rely on will be there when they 
need it.  While the upside is enjoyed by all, the downside is not 
tenable to many. Perhaps it is time to choose a new index that 

provides a much smoother ride and a realistic upside that is 
more sustainable.  At Element Wealth/Woodridge Capital, we 
use a Portfolio Risk Analysis tool to help each client determine 
how much exposure to stocks they are personally comfortable 
with, thereby establishing their own personal index.  If you are 
looking for more sleep at night and a financial plan to help you 
reach your financial goals, give us a call today. Your investment 
experience does not have to be apocalyptic.

Lee Yancey
Investment Advisor Representative

What to Make of the Flattening Yield Curve



diversified portfolio faired alright through each of the periods. 
One explanation for this is that rising interest rates normally 
coincide with an improving economy, which over the long-
term is good for stocks. Of course, at the end of the economic 
cycle we may see inflation and thus the Federal Reserve raising 
interest rates in response. This can lead to a slow down in the 
economy and a correction or bear market in stocks.

The Flattening Yield Cure

With the Federal Reserve fully committed to its current rate 
hike cycle, we have seen a significant flattening in the yield 
curve. In this case it is because the short-end of the yield curve 
is rising at a faster rate than the long-end of the curve. Over 
the past year, the 2-year Treasury yield has increased by 1.25% 
while the 10-year and 30-year have increase by 0.71% and 
0.24%, respectively.

Treasury Yield Curve

     Source: US Treasury

The flattening of the yield curve has some investors concerned 
because, at extremes, when the yield curve inverts and short-
term rates are higher than long-term rates, history suggests that 
a recession is just around the corner. We still have some time to 
go but with two to three more rate hikes from the Fed this year, 
further flattening is likely. 

With inflation in check, at or below the Fed’s target of 2%, and 
economic growth accelerating, we must ask why the Fed is so 
intent on raising rates and why long-term rates are not moving 
up as fast as short-term rates. 

First, the Fed’s response to the Financial Crisis was the most 
aggressive monetary stimulus in the history of our country. 
With the economy on solid footing it is important for the Fed 
to normalize its policy. Even after six rate hikes, the monetary 
environment is still very accommodative and easy money has 
spurred on significant risk taking in markets and the economy. 
Too much risk-taking leads to bubbles and when bubbles pop 
significant damage is done to the economy. Many would say we 
are already in a bubble but only time will tell whether that is 
true. There is no doubt that stock valuations are above historic 
norms and certain real estate markets have become elevated. 

The Fed believes it is necessary to continue to increase rates to 
offset any inflationary pressures that may come about from the 
current government fiscal stimulus and to keep markets from 
overheating.

This explains why the short-end of the yield curve is rising but 
the long-end is holding relatively steady. We believe this is for 
two reasons. First, US government bonds yield significantly 
more than other government bonds. The 10-year Treasury 
yields approximately 2.3% more than the 10-year German 
government bond and 1.4% more than the UK 10-year 
government bond. This higher yield attracts foreign monies 
looking for better yields. But primarily, it reflects the market’s 
long-term inflation expectations. Last week, the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) lowered its non-accelerating inflation 
rate of unemployment (NAIRU) estimate from 4.7% to 4.6%. 
NAIRU represents the level of unemployment at which it does 
not cause inflation. When the unemployment rate gets too 
low, wages push higher and with more money in their pockets 
consumers demand more goods, thus pushing prices higher. 
The Fed’s NAIRU estimate is 4.5%. Research from Ned Davis 
Research suggests that the key unemployment level to look for 
is 0.8% below the Fed’s NAIRU estimate. That would be 3.7%. 
With the unemployment rate at 4.1% it appears we have a little 
further to go before inflation becomes an issue. 

Conclusions

We fully expect interest rates to rise over the remainder of 2018 
and for bond returns to be lower than historical averages in the 
coming years. It is important for investors to understand that 
just because the word “bear” is in a bond bear market, it does 
not mean that large losses are imminent. Bonds pay interest 
and return principal at maturity. Therefore, high quality bonds 
do not expose investors to the same risks as stocks and bear 
markets in bonds are mild compared to bear markets in stocks. 
We believe that reducing long and intermediate-term bond 
exposure and adding short-term high yield bonds is a good way 
to reduce interest rate exposure while maintaining yield in 
bond portfolios. 

As always, we welcome your feedback and questions.
Jeremy Nelson

Advisory services offered through Sowell Management Services, a Registered 
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Accordingly, such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on 
assumptions that may involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. 
Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those 
expressed or implied in such statements.
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Recently, I was thinking about some of the conversations 
I have been having with clients and prospective clients.  
One common theme is the wild swings we have seen in the 
markets recently.  Up until January of this year, the markets 
had somewhat lulled investors to sleep and made many forget 
about volatility.  

You may have heard of something called the “VIX”.  This is 
the ticker symbol for the Chicago Board Options Exchange 
(CBOE), which shows the market’s expectations of 30-day 
volatility.  It is meant to be forward looking and is calculated 
from “put” and “call” options.  It is sometimes referred to as the 
“investor fear gauge.” (Investopedia).  A high index reading 
does not necessarily mean we are entering a bear market, but 
that we expect a greater amount of up and down movement in 
the market, and that can also mean upward movement, which 
most investors like.

Another point I would like to make is that some investors need 
to be “talked down off the ledge” during market downturns.  
It’s always nicer to see our account values going up but when 
investing, we need to know that will not always be the 
case.   In our world of instant information via our phones, 
computers and the media, it’s more difficult to stay focused on 
non-emotional factors.  We need to remember that “breaking 
news” is meant to keep you glued to the program so they can 
sell more advertising. 

The opposite extreme is just leaving your investments alone 
for long periods of time and not adjusting for your changing 
investment objectives or to the changing market conditions.  
As we know, there are some long periods of outperformance 
by certain sectors and of underperformance by others.  If you 
have a strategy that takes these changes into consideration, 
you should be more comfortable with your investments 
throughout different and ever changing markets.

I say all of this because measuring the risk/return objective of 
an investor is one of the most important parts of our job.  Like 
so many other things in our world, better technology is now 
available to help us more accurately measure these preferences.  
The process is simple and quantitative, which results in 
more accurately designed portfolios.  This tool estimates 
risk and expected returns based on standards common to the 
investment industry.  I have at times compared it to an eye 
examination.  You may remember that one part of your eye 
exam when the doctor has you looking through an instrument 

with many available lens adjustments, and then the doctor 
makes changes and ask you which lens provides the clearest 
vision of the chart on the wall.   Once we determine your 
clearest vision of your investment expectations, we customize 
a portfolio with characteristics to achieve those results.  

You may remember working through a risk quiz that ask a 
number of subjective questions that ultimately places you in a 
broad category for investment purposes, i.e. aggressive growth 
to conservative.  This is more of a psychological approach 
and this method is more difficult to apply to actual portfolio 
selection.

I noticed a few interesting headlines in the financial news 
media lately.  One that appeared in the USA Today newspaper 
on March 22, 2018, read, “Will you be ready if the Dow sinks 
6,000 points?”, and the subtitle was “Nearly half of Americans 
lack a plan, survey shows”.  This article was about a survey 
conducted by Country Financial, Bloomfield, Ill.  This 
question was asked the day after the market had declined 
more than 1,000 points in early February.  As you may recall, 
this was the first market correction of 10% in nearly 2 years.

A 6,000 point drop would equate to a loss of about 25%, and 
would qualify as meeting the definition of a bear market.  
We haven’t seen one of these since the 2008 market melt-
down.  The point of the survey was to get the attention of 
the investors and to see which of them had their portfolios 
positioned for this type of downturn.  Doyle Williams, EVP, 
Country Financial, said, “Most people don’t really understand 
the risks of investing or their own risk tolerance.  

Every investor should have a plan for “rocky” markets, and 
understand how their portfolio will perform during these 
periods.  As we know, emotions can be an investor’s worst 
enemy.  As previously mentioned, having a portfolio designed 
according to your expectations of returns is a key ingredient 
to dealing with times that we will be sure to see in the future. 

If you would like for us utilize some of our cutting-edge 
technology and compare your investment expectations with 
how you portfolio should perform during various markets, 
please give us a call.  

Danny Williams, CFP®
Partner

Market Volatility

Don’t gamble; take all your savings and buy some good stock and hold it till it goes up, then sell it. If it don’t go up, don’t buy it.”. . . Will Rogers




